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ABSTRACT This paper improves the previously proposed spectral mapping method 

for supervised speaker adaptation in which a mapped spectrum is interpolated from 

speaker difference vectors at typical spectra based on a minimized distortion criterion. 

In estimating these difference vectors, it is important to find an appropriate number 

of typical points. The previous method empirically adjusts the number of typical 

points, while the present method optimizes the effective number by rank reduction of 

normal equation. This algorithm was applied to a supervised speaker adaptation for 

Korean word recognition using the templates from a prototype male speaker. The 

result showed that the rank reduction technique not only can automatically 

determine an optimal number of code vectors, but also slightly improves the 

recognition scores compared with those obtained by the previous method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speaker adaptation or normalization is one of the important issues in a large- 

vocabulary speech recognition system for use by unrestricted speakers. The inter

speaker differences in static characteristics of spectra as well as in dynamic ones is a 

major factor which degrades speech recognition performance. In order to eliminate 

the effects of the inter-speaker differences, the vector quantization-based spectral 

mapping techniques have been successfully applied to speaker adaptation in speech 
recognition [1][2]. However, these methods not only distort the mapped spectra due to 

vector quantization, but also require relatively large amount of training data to 

obtain reliable spectral correspondence between the input and target code vectors.

In order to improve these defects, we have previously proposed a spectral mapping 

method based on interpolation of speaker difference vectors at typical spectral points, 

i.e., code vectors, under a minimized spectral distortion criterion. This mapping 

method includes the codebook mapping method by Shikano et al. as a special case [3]. 

Although this method is applicable to a small amount of training data, it is required 

to adjust empirically the optimal number of typical points depending on both amount 

and content of training data.

The present paper makes further improvement the previous method so that both 

number of typical points and the spectral distortion are simultaneously minimized for 

a given training data by the rank reduction of normal equation. Following the 

description of algorithm, the effect of rank reduction is examined through the super

vised speaker adaptation in small-vocabiilary Korean word recognition experiments.
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2. SUPERVISED SPECTRAL MAPPING

2.1. Spectral Mapping Model

Considering that inter-speaker differences between speakers consist of phoneme

dependent ones in addition to phoneme-independent ones, the present method maps 

an input spectral vector onto that of the input speaker by interpolating the estimated 

speaker difference vectors, { △顼亳，---A", between the reference and input speak

ers at the typical points, { 후力 - - .，罕m }，in the reference spectral space:

M
为=X： +、, 

fe=l

(1)

where the weighting coefficient is determined by the distance d (x, , ") between 

and vfc as follows:

d(X] , v*)F

以K = F--------

£注(X, , V*)F

fc=l

The parameter p, which will be referred to as an interpolation parameter, adjusts the 

continuity of as a function of d (x^ , vfc). This interpolation formula for 卩= 1.0 was 
first proposed by Y.Niimi, et al. [4][5], and was generalized by introducing the 

smoothing parameter p in the unsupervised adaptation method [6].

2.2. Mapping Algorithm

Given the spectral sequences {x$ and {y,} for a source and target speakers as training 

samples, the mapped spectrum y, from the source to the target spectra is estimated 

by minimizing the following spectral distortion along the spectral correspondence, 

{c(Z)} = {《)J(Z)}:

N

J (c(l) , . . . , c(N)4 , . . . , Am) = Sil yi(1)- yxo ||2 . (3)

l«=l

This minimization with respect to { c(/) } and { } is solved iteratively fixing one of 

these variable sets in turn. With the fixed { }, the best match correspondence 

( c(/) } is obtained by means of a dynamic time warping (DTW). With the fixed 

{ c(l) ), the speaker difference vectors are given by the following normal equation:

M
£ W- • △,=玖， (= 1 , . . . , M ) (4)

T=1

where

N
心=»廿.叫「， (5)

1=1
N

Efc = S wHt)k • ( x购-yxo ) . (6)

/=!

In solving the normal equation (4), it is important to choose an optimal number of 

typical points for given training samples, since too many typical points might result 
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in an ill conditioned inverse matrix of W. Instead of adjusting the set of typical 
points, a rank reduction technique [7] can be applied to get an effective number of 

typical points as follows. The normal equations (4) are rewritten in matrix-vector 

form as

WA« = E。)， ( M 1 ) (7)

with

w = [ ]MxM, (8)

[如,如，...，如扩， (9)

E") = [ei,,e2j- , . . ■ , e/T , (1。)

where dkj and % are the jth elements of and Efcj respectively. The MxM real sym

metric matrix W is decomposed as

，W = S-A-St (11)

with

s = [uj, u2,…UM] (12)

A = diag[Xlt A2, ,…入m] (13)

where ur is the eigenvector of W associated with the rth largest eigenvalue Xr, Then, 

by neglecting nonsignificant eigenvalues {A^, A^_2> * * * )> the minimum-norm
linear least square estimate of △⑴ is obtained by

△°)= S^A^-S-E03 (14)

where

= diag[ 1/Alt - - - 1/Ar)0, • • • 0] (15)

and the rank r of W is determined by a threshold 0 such that

从2 > 人r+L (16)

The rank reduction threshold S will be experimentally determined.

2.3. Relationship to Codebook Mapping

As a special case, if the spectra from reference speaker had been quantized using 

the set of typical points； (巧了幻.• . }, as a codebook, the weighting coefficient

turns to 5加“ which is the Kronecker delta. Thus, the mapped typical points is given 

by

N N

흐k = X泌舟3初 / 跆水 • (17)

z-i /=i
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Therefore, if y;- was quantized with the codebook for the target speaker, vfc is 

equivalent to the mapped code vector by Shikano [6].

3. EVALUATION

3.1. Data Base and Recognition Procedure

The speech data consist of four repetitions of 40 words uttered by 10 male speakers 

and 10 female speakers. The speech signals were digitized at a sampling frequency of 

16 kHz with the frequency band limited to 7 kHz. The linear predictive autocorrela

tion method with 24 poles was applied to these speech data with a constant frame of 

20 ms, a frame shift of 10 ms, first-order backward differences for preemphasis, and a 

Hamming window. The 1st to 16th LPC mel-cepstral coefficients were used as the 

components of the feature vector. The 1- to 256-vector codebooks from the prototype 

speaker were obtained by the standard LBG algorithm using the cepstral distortion 
measure [8]. The set of typical points, { }, consisted of the nearest codeword in the

128-vector codebook to each codeword in a small-size codebook of M vectors.

The performance of the spectral adaptation is evaluated by recognition rates in 

DTW-based word recognition tests. In the speaker independent and the speaker 

adaptive word recognition, the patterns were provided by the first or the second 

utterances from a male speaker whose reference templates give the highest average 

recognition scores in cross speaker word recognition for 10 male speakers. In the sub

sequent experiments, the first and third utterances of each word were used as the 

training samples for adaptation or as the speaker dependent references. The second 

and the fourth utterances were used as test samples for the first and the third utter

ances as training or reference samples, respectively. Training sets of different dura

tion were prepared by dividing the 40 word data into 5-, 10-, 20- and 30-word subsets, 

which provide 8, 4, 2 and 2 training sets, respectively.

3.2. Effect of Rank Reduction

In this section, the test speakers are the 

five female and five male speakers whose 

samples gave the lowest recognition 

scores in speaker independent word 

recognition. First, the optimum value 

for the interpolation parameter, p, was 

examined by supervised speaker adapta

tion experiments under the condition of 

M = 128 using the 30-word training sets 

for each speaker. As shown in figure 1, 

although the effect of p on the recogni

tion scores is not clear, the scores tend 

to be highest around p = 2.0 for the 

male speakers. Therefore, in the subse

quent experiments, the value of p will be 

set to 2.0 for computational simplicity.

The effect of the number of typical 

points was examined using the 5-, 10-, 

20- and 30-word subsets of the training 

samples. Figures 2 shows the results 

without rank reduction, i.e., the previ

ous method.
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Fig.l The average recognition rates for 

the 5 male and 5 female speakers as a 

function of the interpolation parameter 

p with M=128 and no rank reduction 

using 30 words of training data.
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Fig.2 The average recognition rates for 

the 5 male and 5 female speakers as a 

function of the number of typical points 

with p = 2.0 and no rank reduction for 

the two sets of training words.
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Fig.3 The average recognition rates for 

the 5 male and 5 female speakers as a 

function of the rank reduction threshold 

with M=64 or 128 for the two sets of 

training words.

The average recognition rates for the male and the female speakers are improved as 

the number of the typical points increases, but tends to saturate or decrease beyond a 

small number of points for the shorter training samples. Thus, the number of typical 

points should be determined depending on the amount of training samples. 

Therefore, the effect of 호auk reduction was examined with the fixed number of typical 

points, which are set to 64 or 128. Figure 3 shows the average scores as a function of 

the threshold 0 with the 10- and 30-word training sets. The rank reduction from the 

128 typical points attains the highest recognition score at ^=0.01 independently of 

speaker's sex and the training data sets. In addition, these recognition scores are 

slightly higher than those obtained using the 64 typical points and also the best 

scores with full rank in figures 2.
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3.3. Comparative Experiments

The recognition experiments were 

carried out for the 9 male speakers and 

the 10 female speakers under the 

following conditions:

(1) without adaptation,
⑵ with supervised adaptation, and

(3) with speaker dependent references.

In the supervised speaker adaptation, 

the parameters M and 0 were set to 128 

and 0.01, respectively.

Figure 4 summarizes the average 

recognition rates as a function of the 

amount of training samples. In the 

supervised adaptation, the average 

recognition rate for the male speakers 

increased from 80.2% for no adaptation 

to 90.3% when all of the 40-word data is 

used. For the female speakers, the 

supervised speaker adaptation 

significantly improved the average
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Fig.4 Average correct scores for the 

male and female speaker in speaker 

independent, speaker dependent, 

speaker adaptive recognition 

experiments with various amounts of 

training data.
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recognition scores from 52.0% without adaptation to 86.0% for all the training data. 

However, the best scores in the supervised adaptation are still lower by 6 % for the 

male speakers and by 10 % for the female speakers than those in the speaker 

independent case. The inspection of recognition errors reveals that the most of errors 

are between very similar words, for instance, /eum?/ and /eum/, /il/ and /ye/, 

/nyuk/ and /yuk/, and /nyuk/ and /ryuk/. These errors seem to be mostly caused 

by inter-speaker differences in dynamic spectral characteristics.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an improved spectral mapping method by speaker difference 

interpolation with rank reduction for supervised speaker adaptation. The results of 

DTW-based word recognition experiments show that a minimized distortion criterion 

with the rank reduction not only improves the recognition scores, but also 

automatically determines the effective number of typical points depending on the 

training data.

In future work, it is important to improve the adaptation accuracy as well as to 

develop a method to eliminate speaker differences in dynamic characteristics due to 

coarticulation.
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